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• eIF4A RNA helicase is a component of the translation initiation

complex that integrates signals from several oncogenic signaling

cascades to regulate the synthesis of key oncogenes involved in

tumor cell proliferation, survival and metastasis

• eFFECTOR Therapeutics has discovered eFT226, a potent, small

molecule inhibitor of eIF4A
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Figure 2. Strategy and outline for a focused CRISPR screen to identify synthetic lethal interactions with
eFT226. A) Schematic outlining the general principles of pooled CRISPR screening to examine gene-drug
interactions. B) eFT226 down-regulates several oncogenic proteins in mouse lung cancer cell lines derived
from lentiviral-Cre infected LSL-K-rasG12D; Trp53fl/fl animals (KPL). Cells were treated with indicated doses of
eFT226 or DMSO for 24 hours prior to immunoblotting. C) Table depicting anti-proliferative IC50 values of
eFT226 across KPL lines. Cells were treated with eFT226 for 72 hours and cell proliferation was assessed by
CellTiter Glo. D) Pie chart summarizing the functional categories of genes targeted in the focused gRNA
library. E) Experimental outline of the KPL-eFT226 screen.

Tumor development is often characterized by dysregulated messenger RNA (mRNA)

translation of key oncogenic factors that promote increased proliferation, resistance to

apoptosis and enhanced metastatic potential. The eukaryotic translation initiation factor

4F (eIF4F) complex, a master regulator of protein synthesis, is comprised of eIF4E

(mRNA-cap-binding protein), eIF4A (RNA-helicase), and eIF4G (scaffolding protein), that

together orchestrate mRNA recruitment to ribosomal subunits as well as efficient

scanning of the mRNA 5’-untranslated region. As a downstream target of growth-

promoting signaling cascades, eIF4F also serves as a central node in several important

oncogenic pathways including KRAS and PI3K/mTOR. eIF4F subunits are frequently over-

expressed in various malignancies; therefore, repressing eIF4F activity has emerged as a

promising anti-cancer therapeutic strategy. eFT226 is a potent and selective translational

regulator that targets eIF4A1. eFT226 down-regulates the translation of a unique gene

set and displays robust anti-tumor activity across multiple models in vitro and in vivo. A

functional genomic screen using CRISPR/Cas9 was performed to discover synthetic lethal

genetic interactions with eFT226 to enable development of novel drug combination

and/or patient selection strategies. The screen was conducted in a panel of non-small

cell lung cancer (NSCLC) cell lines driven by oncogenic KRAS and p53 pathway mutations,

a tumor subtype with limited therapeutic options. Utilizing a focused guide RNA (gRNA)

lentiviral library of ~700 cancer-related targets with diverse roles in growth-factor

signaling, metabolism, epigenetics, translation and stress-responses, several genetic

perturbations that sensitized tumor cells to eFT226 were uncovered. Interestingly, many

of the genes whose loss-of-function enhanced eFT226’s activity fall into distinct classes

including an oncogenic signaling pathway commonly activated in many cancers as well as

redox homeostasis. Moreover, a number of these targets include tumor suppressor

genes that are frequently mutated or inactivated through loss of function in certain

cancer types suggesting that specific genetic contexts may dictate eFT226 efficacy.

Ongoing studies are aimed at confirming these hits from the primary screen. Collectively,

these validated targets will represent genomic vulnerabilities to eFT226 that can aid in

the design of drug combination and patient selection strategies for NSCLC.
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Figure 1. eFT226 is a sequence selective and potent inhibitor of eIF4A1. A) Chemical structure of eFT226. B)
Inhibition of in vitro translation by eFT226 is sequence dependent. Luciferase reporter gene constructs
containing 5’-UTRs with 6-mer sequence motif repeats were transiently transfected into MDA-MB-231 cells
and treated with increasing concentrations of eFT226 or hippuristanol for 4 hours. IC50 values are summarized
in the table on the right. C) Downregulation of eFT226 sensitive genes is rescued with eIF4A1 F163L knock-in
mutation. Cells were treated with eFT226 for 24 hours and protein levels were analyzed by western blot. D)
eIF4A1 F163L mutation rescues eFT226 anti-proliferative activity linking the anti-tumor phenotype to eIF4A1
inhibition. Cells were treated with eFT226 for 72 hours and cell proliferation was assessed by CellTiter Glo.
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Figure 3. CRISPR screen identifies a novel interaction between eFT226 and the Keap1-Cul3-Nrf2 axis.
A) Reproducibility of normalized gRNA counts between biological replicates. B) Comparison of normalized
gRNA abundance between initially infected cells and DMSO treated cells after several passages indicates
robust performance of gRNA library. C) Ranking of individual gRNAs by the log2-fold change (FC) in
abundance between eFT226 and DMSO treated cells. Multiple gRNAs targeting Keap1 or Cul3 are among
the most diminished in drug-treated cells. D) Volcano plot showing the gene-level log2FC in abundance
(eFT226 vs. DMSO) and associated statistical significance. Keap1 and Cul3 score as significantly depleted
genes in eFT226-treated cells. E) Schematic highlighting the physical and functional association between
Keap1 and Cul3 as part of the machinery that negatively regulates the Nrf2 transcription factor.
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Figure 4. Validation of Keap1-eFT226 synthetic lethal interaction. A) Cas9-expressing KPL cell lines were
either mock-infected or transduced with a lentivirus expressing control or Keap1 gRNA as well as GFP-2A-
PuroR. Following selection, the gRNA-positive cells (GFP+) were mixed 1:1 with gRNA-negative uninfected
cells (GFP-) and cultured in the presence or absence of eFT226 for 4-5 days. The relative proportion of
gRNA-positive and gRNA-negative cells in the population was assessed by flow cytometry. B) Western blot
analysis confirming efficient knockout of Keap1 and concomitant up-regulation of Nrf2. C) Bar-graph
depicting the selective depletion of Keap1-targeted cells in eFT226 vs. DMSO-treated cells. Control gRNA-
expressing cells display minimal changes in abundance relative to uninfected cells, while Keap1-knockout
cells are lost from the population upon eFT226 treatment. *, p < 0.05, ***, p < 0.0005, un-paired t-test.
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Figure 5. The KEAP1/NRF2 axis dictates the apoptotic and anti-growth potential of eFT226 in mouse and
human cells. A) Keap1-mutant KPL cells preferentially undergo eFT226-dependent caspase activation. Control
and Keap1-depleted KPL5 cells were treated with DMSO or eFT226 for 48 hours followed by assessment of
caspase activity with the Caspase 3/7-Glo kit (Promega). B) Control and Keap1-deficient KPL5 cells were plated
at low density, incubated with DMSO or eFT226 for 48 hours, and grown an additional 5 days in culture
without any treatment. Cells were visualized by fixation and crystal violet staining. C) Gene set enrichment
analysis (GSEA) plot showing the enrichment of NRF2 target genes among human cancer cell lines that
selectively undergo apoptosis following eFT226 treatment. NES = Normalized expression score. D) KEAP1
status controls the eFT226-driven apoptotic response in human lung cancer lines harboring mutant KRAS.
Three KEAP1 wild-type (H2009, H441, SW1573) and four KEAP1-mutant (A549, H460, H1792, H647) cell lines
were treated with DMSO, eFT226 (20 nM, 48 hours), or staurosporine (100 nM, 24 hrs) prior to Annexin V-PI
staining and flow cytometry. *, p < 0.05; ns, not significant, unpaired students t-test.
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Figure 6. eFT226 down-regulates glutamine levels, a known vulnerability to Keap1 mutant cells.
A) Keap1-mutant KPL cells are hyper-sensitive to glutamine withdrawal. Control and Keap1-deficient KPL5 cells
were plated at low density and cultured with varying levels of extracellular glutamine. Cells were visualized by
fixation and crystal violet staining. B) eFT226 affects intracellular glutamine levels. Control and Keap1-mutant
KPL5 cells were treated with DMSO or 25 nM eFT226 for 24 hours before assessment of intracellular glutamine
levels using the Glutamine/Glutamate-Glo assay (Promega). C) Slc1a5, the predominant glutamine transporter,
is down-regulated by eFT226. Cells were dosed with DMSO or 25 nM eFT226 for 24 hours prior to
immunoblotting. D) Working model describing the interaction between eFT226 and the Keap1-Nrf2 axis.
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• A focused CRISPR screen identified several genetic modifiers of the
cellular response to the novel eIF4A inhibitor eFT226

• Loss-of-function of several members of the Cul3-Keap1-Nrf2 axis
sensitizes cells to eFT226

• eFT226-dependent apoptosis is enhanced by Keap1 mutation

• eFT226-dependent reduction in glutamine levels may drive the
sensitization of Keap1-mutant cells

• eFT226 may be more efficacious in Keap1-mutant tumors
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eFT226 is a Sequence Selective Inhibitor of eIF4A1-dependent Translation

CRISPR Screening Strategy

Mutations in the Keap1-Cul3-Nrf2 axis sensitize to eFT226

Validation of eFT226-Keap1 interaction
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